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the German Workers' party founded by a few enthusiasts, mostly
middle class ddclassgs like himself.
The aims of its founders were to attract the deluded workers
from  Marxist—lege  Jewish—Socialism  and   the   anti-national
elements of which it was the agency, and head a revolt of poor
honest Germans against the enemies of society—the Jews in their
double role of Socialists and capitalists. An emotional and forceful
speaker of Salvationist fervour, he attracted some attention; the
party gathered adherents; he acquired control of it and turned
it into the National Socialist Workers5 party which was soon very
favourably taken notice of by the military leaders of the irregulars,
who realized the necessity of heady oratory in keeping the spirits
of their members at concert pitch. Outside Munich no one paid
any particular attention to the party, but in Munich its leader
was known as an orator who could be relied upon to denounce
anything and everything connected with the government in Berlin,
a city which was gradually coming to mean., in the minds of the
more youthful enthusiasts of the Freikorps, a cesspool of vice
and corruption far murkier and more mephitic than the narrowest
Victorian puritan's conception of Paris.  He was particularly
acceptable to those Freikorps leaders who were not particularists
and had no vision of a local Wittelsbach restoration., whose dreams
rose to their own conquest of Germany, to its complete reor-
ganization on Freikorps lines and to an ultimate Armageddon of
revenge and victory under their leadership, to whom the most
fatuous of the patriotic songs of Germany were inspired antici-
pations of a tremendous future, and who had already forgotten
that the real soldiers of 1914-1918 had long ago contemptuously
dismissed their neurotic rhetoric as Lissauerei.*
For two years their excitement had been growing with their
murderous activity, for two years Hitler's chauvinism had kept
pace with it. The cringing to the Allies, the partition of Silesia,
the inevitable brutalities of the occupation, and finally the occu-
pation of the Ruhr; each marked a rise in his emotional tem-
* For the benefit of younger readers^ Ernst Lissauer was the author of the
"Hymn of Hate/' which did not prevent him being a very considerable minor
poet.

